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CHAPTER 10:  ASSESSING MULTIMORBIDITY IN UNDER-
SERVED SETTINGS: A SCREENING STUDY OF DEPRESSION IN 

PATIENTS WITH TYPE-2 DIABETES IN PUNE, INDIA. 
 

Abstract 

Background: Non-communicable diseases are emerging as a substantial public health 
problem in India. Among non-communicable diseases, a growing evidence base from low 
and middle-income countries suggest that type-2 diabetes and depression may co-occur.  

Aims: To assess the extent to which diabetes and depression co-occur, and risk factors for 
depression among service users with type-2 diabetes. 

Setting and Design: A cross-sectional study carried out in three private clinics in Pune, 
Maharashtra, India. 

Materials and Methods: Data was collected on socio-demographic and clinical variables. 
Bivariate analyses and multivariate analyses were carried out to examine associations 
between clinical and demographic variables with depressive symptoms. 

Results: A total of 658 adults with type-2 diabetes participated in this study. The overall 
prevalence of depression among service users with type-2 diabetes was 29.4%, 
irrespective of severity. Regression analysis revealed that being female, older, unmarried, 
having a low educational level (less than 10 years), a low socioeconomic status, longer 
duration of diabetes, multiple diabetes complications, hypertension, and a lack of daily 
exercise were factors significantly associated with depressive symptoms.  

Conclusion: The high prevalence of depression among service users with type-2 diabetes 
highlights the need to consider ways to address this comorbidity. One potential way could 
be through integrated care, using primary health care as a platform.  

Key words: diabetes, depression, prevalence, India, non-communicable diseases 

Introduction 

Globally, non-communicable diseases (NCDs) are the leading cause of mortality and 
disability (Ngo et al., 2013). Among NCDs, diabetes and depression independently 
contribute substantially to the burden of disease. The prevalence rate of diabetes mellitus 
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type-2 (T2DM) in urban India ranges from 7-9%, and these figures are expected to rise 
(Ramachandran et al., 2001; Wild, Roglic, Green, Sicree, & King, 2004). In the general 
Indian population, the prevalence rate for depression has been estimated at 15%, based 
on the largest population-based study conducted in an urban setting (Poongothai, 
Pradeepa, Ganesan, & Mohan, 2009). 

Although diabetes and depression have been recognized as important health conditions 
on the public health agenda in India, they are considered as isolated priorities despite a 
growing body of evidence in low and middle-income countries (LMICs) that suggest T2DM 
and depression often co-occur; results have emerged in Southern and Northern India 
(Joshi, Joshi, Maseeh, & Jha, 2011; Raval, Dhanaraj, Bhansali, Grover, & Tiwari, 2010) with 
similar findings replicated in Bangladesh and Pakistan (Asghar, Hussain, Ali, Khan, & 
Magnusson, 2007; Balhara & Sagar, 2011; Zahid, Asghar, Claussen, & Hussain, 2008). Co-
existing diabetes and depression are seen as particularly challenging as depression can 
negatively influence self-care, enhance diabetes symptom perception, and increase 
disability rates in persons with diabetes (Ciechanowski, 2011). Thus, tackling conditions 
like diabetes may be difficult without considering other care needs that could compromise 
diabetes outcomes, especially when considering that a substantial number of cases of 
depression go undetected among persons with diabetes (Ciechanowski, Katon, & Russo, 
2000; Li et al., 2009; Lustman, Griffith, & Clouse, 1997; Roberts et al., 2012) exacerbated 
further in a country like India where the lack of access to mental health care presents a 
major barrier to diabetes care. As a result, services are often fragmented, due to limited 
collaboration and communication between and across services and professionals, as many 
practitioners focus on addressing a health problem solely from their own domain or 
specialty (Patel et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2012). This results in many service users 
seeking services, specialists and care in isolation, which increases cost, time, and creates a 
discontinuity of care for service users and families (Barnett et al., 2012). In this light, T2DM 
with comorbid depression could pose a substantial problem for the health care system in 
India.  It is however unclear to what extent the co-occurrence of T2DM and depression is 
present in the general Indian population and what strains this would pose on service 
users, carers and services. 

To this end, we seek to better understand and quantify the magnitude of the problem that 
depression and co-existing diabetes pose in Pune, India. Pune is a city in Western India 
with a population of 3.1 million, with a number of specialty clinics and hospitals for 
diabetes care, as well as similar rates of T2DM compared to other urban contexts in India 
(9.8% for men and 7.2% for women) (Gupta & Misra, 2007).  As findings in high-income 
countries and some LMICs have shown extensive evidence of the linkages between T2DM 
and depression (Anderson, Freedland, Clouse, & Lustman, 2001; Fisher, Chan, Nan, 
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Sartorius, & Oldenburg, 2012; Nouwen et al., 2010) the aim of this study is twofold: to 
assess whether this co-occurrence is present in Pune, India, by determining the prevalence 
rate of T2DM and depression, and to pinpoint factors associated with  co-occurring 
diabetes and depression. The results of this study intend to provide visibility on the double 
burden of diabetes and depression in Pune, India, pinpoint ways for the Indian health care 
system to address these co-existing NCDs, and conclude with recommendations for future 
research for diabetes and depression in India.  

Materials and Methods 

Study sample 

Data were derived from a larger, ongoing cross-sectional study that aimed to screen for 
the presence of depressive disorders among service users of three private clinics (one 
independent diabetes specialist clinic and two outpatient clinics of large tertiary care 
hospitals) in Pune. None of these clinics routinely screen for the presence of depressive 
symptoms. The study used a convenience sample that consisted of all service users (men 
and women) diagnosed with diabetes attending the three clinics between September 
2012 and June 2013 (n=874). The present study was conducted on a subsample of service 
users diagnosed with diabetes mellitus type-2 (n=658).  

Data collection and procedures 

Clients were approached in the common waiting area, were provided information about 
the study and were invited to participate by a nurse practitioner or by a Masters-level 
trained medical researcher. Interested users were asked to fill in a questionnaire, either in 
the common waiting area or in a separate consultation room. Health care staff were 
available during completion of the questionnaire to clarify questions.  

The questionnaire assessed socio-demographic variables, diabetes-related variables, and 
depression-related variables, and took approximately 10-20 minutes to complete. Since 
three languages were prominent within the clinics (English, Hindi and Marathi - the local 
language), study participants were provided with a choice of translated versions of the 
questionnaire. To ensure that concepts retained their meaning throughout the translation 
process, the Marathi version of the questionnaire was forward and back translated by a 
native-Marathi speaking psychiatrist, fluent in English. As glucose levels are taken every 3 
months, data on the most recent glucose levels were taken from medical records by the 
medical researcher or nurse practitioner. Data on weight and blood pressure were taken 
at time of visit.  
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Measures 

Sociodemographic variables were based on self-reported data and included sex, age (in 
years), marital status (married: yes/no), years of education (four categories: less than 1 
year, 1-4 years, 5-10 years, more than 10 years) and socio-economic status. Given the 
reluctance of study participants in the pilot study to report income, the socio-economic 
status was assessed using proxy questions on the home availability of five types of 
resources: air conditioning (yes=1 / no=0), hired help (yes=1 / no=0), TV (yes=1 / no=0), 
washing machine (yes=1/no=0) and family vehicle (yes=1/no=0). A composite variable was 
calculated by adding the scores of the five proxy questions (minimum = 0, maximum = 5, 
higher scores reflecting higher socio-economic status).  

Clinical variables based on self-reported data included duration of diabetes (in years), 
prescribed medications, presence of diabetes complications (retinopathy, nephropathy, 
neuropathy, cardiovascular disease). Plasma glucose (hb1ac) levels were measured 
through a blood test. Hb1ac levels were computed as the average plasma glucose 
concentration over a 3-month duration, with higher hb1ac levels indicating poorer control 
of blood glucose levels.  

Risk factors included exercising daily (yes/no, self-reported), weight (in kg), and presence 
of hypertension (yes/no). Hypertension was defined as a systolic blood pressure of 140 
mm Hg or above and/or diastolic blood pressure of 90 mm Hg or above, or current 
treatment with antihypertensive medication. Both weight and blood pressure were 
assessed by clinical staff, and recorded at the time of visit.  

Depressive symptoms were assessed using the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II), ( Beck, 
Steer, & Brown, 1996; Beck, Steer, Ball, & Ranieri, 1996) a 21-item self-rated questionnaire 
designed to measure cognitive, behavioral, affective and somatic depressive symptoms. 
BDI-II has been shown to have high internal consistency (α = 0.96), and reliability in Indian 
samples (α = 0.88). (van Hemert, van de Vijver, & Poortinga, Ype, 2002) Previous studies 
have shown that versions of the BDI-II in other Indian languages have had acceptable 
psychometric properties as compared to the original version in English. (Banerjee, 
Siddique, Dutta, Mukherjee, & Ranjan Ray, 2012; Bansal, Goyal, & Srivastava, 2009; 
Basker, Moses, Russell, & Russell, 2007; Kulkarni et al., 2011) The BDI-II is also known to 
be reliable in a sample of diabetic patients with comorbid depression (P. J. Lustman, 
Clouse, Griffith, Carney, & Freedland, 1997). 

Participants in the study were asked to select the statement that most accurately 
described their symptoms in the past 2 weeks (including the day of completion of the 
questionnaire). Items were measured on a Likert scale, with scores ranging from 0 to 3 
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(higher scores indicating increased severity of reported symptoms). Scores of the 21-items 
were summed to obtain depression scores (ranging from 0 to 63).  In line with previous 
studies using the BDI-II in India (e.g. Banerjee et al., 2012), we created a four-category 
variable for depression, based on BDI-II scores: 0 = no depression (BDI-II score 0-13); 1 = 
mild depression (BDI-II score 14-19); 2 = moderate depression (BDI-II score 20-28), and 3 = 
severe depression (BDI-ii score 29-63). Cronbach’s alpha for the BDI-II items was α= .909, 
demonstrating high internal consistency.  

Records with more than 3 missing items (n=106, 12.13%) were excluded from the analysis. 
Of the included 658 clients with type 2 diabetes, 72.3% (n=632) had no missing values on 
the BDI-II, 8.8% (n=77) had 1 missing value, 3.3% (n=29) with 2 missing values, 3.4% (n=30) 
had 3 missing values, and 1.9% (n=17) did not fill out any BDI-items. Those with type-1 
diabetes had lower educational levels, were less likely to be married, and were more likely 
to report depressive symptoms compared to those with type-2 diabetes. No other 
significant differences were found.  

Data analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 20 (IBM Corp, 2011). Descriptive 
statistics are presented as number and percentage (for categorical and dichotomous 
variables), means and standard deviations (for continuous, normally distributed variables), 
and medians and interquartile range (IQR) (for continuous, skewed variables). Differences 
in demographic or clinical variables between males and females were tested using a t-test 
(for continuous, normally distributed variables). Mann-Whitney U tests were used for 
continuous, skewed variables, and chi-squared test of independence (χ²) were used for 
categorical variables. All assumptions for normality and independence were verified prior 
to running the analyses. Logistic regression was used to examine associations between 
clinical and demographic variables and depressive symptoms. Results are presented as 
odds-ratio (OR) and corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI). The significance level for 
all analyses was set at α = .05. 

Ethical considerations 

The larger ongoing cross-sectional study received ethical approval from the Ethical Review 
Committee at the Institute for Treatment and Research in Diabetes and Endocrinology, 
Pune, India. Potential participants were provided with written information about the study 
and were able to ask questions at any point during completion of the questionnaire or 
after completion. Written informed consent was obtained from every participant before 
completion of the questionnaire. To ensure confidentiality, questionnaires were assigned 
unique case identification codes that were not linked to personal identification 
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information. Completed questionnaires were stored in a secure room in a locked cabinet 
at the main coordinating hospital of the study.  

Table 1. Characteristics of service users with type-2 diabetes  (n=658) 

Parameter Overall   sample Males Females 

n 658 349 309 

Socio-Demographic variables    

Age (years) b 51.96(11.3) 53(11.37) 50.77(11.15)* † 

Marital status (married) a 603(91.6) 329(54.6)  274(45.4)** 

Years of education completed a    

< 10 years 168(25.9) 70(41.7) 98(58.3)*** † 

> 10 years 480(74.1) 276(57.5) 204(42.5) 

Socioeconomic score c 3 (2) 3(2) 3(2) 

Diabetes-related variables    

Duration of diabetes (years) c 7(7) 7(8) 6(6) 

Hb1ac c 8(2) 8(2) 8(2) 

Number of diabetes complications c 1(2) 1(2) 1(1) 

Risk factors for diabetes    

Weight (kg) b 71.55(11.79) 73.96(11.99) 68.78(10.94)*** † 

Hypertension (yes) a 283(43) 139(49.1) 144(50.9) 

Exercise daily (yes) a 329(50) 191(58.1) 138(41.9)* 

Notes: 
*p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; ns >0.05;  
Values presented as number (percentages); b: values presented as mean (SD); c: median (interquartile range)  
Overall group differences, based on t-tests for continuous, normally distributed variables, Mann-Whitney U test 
for continuous, skewed variables and chi-squared test for categorical variables.  
† Significant difference compared to men. 
hb1ac :  glycated haemoglobin/glycosylated haemoglobin: average plasma glucose concentration over time. In 
Type-2 Diabetes Mellitus, higher hba1c levels indicate poorer control of blood glucose levels. 

Results 

A total of 658 service users with type-2 diabetes mellitus participated in this study and 
completed the questionnaire. The majority of service users were male, married, highly 
educated, and the median number of years with diabetes mellitus type-2 was 7 (IQR=2). 
Compared to males, females were significantly younger, p < .05), had a lower education 
level (p < .001), had a lower weight (p < .001) and were less likely to exercise daily (Table 
1).  
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Prevalence of depressive symptoms in T2DM 

Among those with T2DM, the overall prevalence of depression in this sample, irrespective 
of severity, was 29.4% (n=194), indicating that the majority of the sample (70.5%, n=464) 
was found not to suffer from symptoms of depression (Table 2).  Among those with 
depression, more than half (58.8%, n=114) suffered from mild depressive symptoms, one 
third (33%, n=64) suffered from moderate depressive symptoms, and the remainder of 
service users (8.2%, n=16) suffered from severe depressive symptoms. The median BDI-II 
score among patients with T2DM was 8 (IQR=13). 

Table 2. Reported depressive symptoms in service users with type-2 diabetes (n=658) 

Symptoms N (%) 

No depressive symptoms* 464 (70.5) 

Presence of depressive symptoms* 194 (29.4) 

Mild 114 (17.3) 

Moderate 64 (9.7) 

Severe 16 (2.4) 

Total 658 (100) 

* Based on BDI-II scores: 0 = no depression (BDI-II score 0-13); mild depression (BDI-II score 14-19); moderate 
depression (BDI-II score 20-28), and severe depression (BDI-II score 29-63). 

Risk factors for depressive symptoms in T2DM 

Among service users with type-2 diabetes, being female (OR = .47, 95%CI .33 - .65, p < 
.001) older (OR = 1.02, 95%CI 1.07 – 1.04, p < .01) unmarried (OR = .52, 95%CI .29 - .91, p < 
.05), and having a low educational level (OR = 2.59, 95%CI 1.79 – 3.75, p < .001) and low 
socioeconomic status (OR = .69, 95%CI .68 - .80, p < .001) were found to be risk factors for 
depressive symptoms. For clinical variables, a longer duration of diabetes (OR=1.07, 95%CI 
1.04 -1.10, p < .001), an increased number of diabetes complications (OR=2.06, 95%CI 1.71 
– 2.47, p < .001), hypertension (OR=1.60, 95% CI, 1.14 – 2.24, p < .01) and lack of daily 
exercise (OR = .56, 95%CI .39 - .79, p < .001) were identified as risk factors for depressive 
symptoms (Table ).  

Discussion 

The present study assessed the magnitude of depression in diabetes in urban India. Our 
findings indicate the overall prevalence among patients with type-2 diabetes to be 29.4%, 
irrespective of severity. Although the prevalence rate of depression in the general Indian 
population is high, it appears the risk of depressive symptoms is even higher when 
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coupled with diabetes. Additionally, we found several demographic and clinical factors 
associated with depressive symptoms. We found being female, older, unmarried, and low 
education were risk factors for depressive symptoms. In addition, the longer one has lived 
with diabetes, having multiple diabetes complications, hypertension, and a lack of daily 
exercise were risk factors for depressive symptoms.  

Table 3. Logistic regression analysis presenting risk factors for depression in service users with type-2 diabetes 
(n=658) 

Parameter  Odds ratio 95%CI p 

Socio-Demographic variables    

Sex (females) .47 .33- .65 *** 

Age (years) 1.02 1.07 – 1.04 ** 

Married (yes) .52 .29 – .91 * 

Education <10 years (yes) 2.59 1.79 – 3.75 *** 

Socioeconomic score .69 .68 –  .80 *** 

Diabetes-related variables    

Duration of diabetes (years) 1.07 1.04 – 1.10 *** 

Hb1ac  Level 1.10 .95 – 1.26 ns 

Number of diabetes  complications  2.06 1.71 – 2.47 *** 

Risk factors for diabetes    

Weight (kg) .90 .97 – 1.01 ns 

Hypertension  (yes) 1.60 1.14 – 2.24 ** 

Exercise daily (yes) .56 .39 - 79 *** 

   Notes:  *p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; ns >0.05;  

†Socioeconomic score = reflects composite score of socioeconomic items;  higher values indicate better 
socioeconomic status; hb1ac :  glycated haemoglobin/glycosylated haemoglobin: average plasma glucose 
concentration over time. In Type-2 Diabetes Mellitus, higher hba1c levels indicate poorer control of blood 
glucose levels; diabetes complications = neuropathy, nephropathy, retinopathy, and cardiovascular disease. 

The prevalence rate identified in the present study is higher than reported in Pakistan and 
Bangladesh, higher than one-cross sectional study in India (Joshi et al., 2011), and lower 
compared to the prevalence rate of 41% found in a cross-sectional study in North India 
(Raval et al., 2010). Our findings of depressive symptoms associated with lower 
socioeconomic status, and an increased number of diabetes complications, and our 
finding that elevated glucose levels (hb1ac) and weight were not associated with the 
presence of depressive symptoms are in line with previous studies in India (Poongothai et 
al., 2011; Raval et al., 2010). In contrast to previous findings(Raval et al., 2010) we found 
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that being female, older, and having a lower educational level were significantly 
associated with the presence of depressive symptoms. 

The high prevalence of depression in T2DM service users shows the importance of finding 
a solution to tackle this comorbidity, given the substantial burden that it poses on quality 
of life, disability, and cost (for individuals, families, and health systems) (Aujla et al., 2009). 
To date, there has been limited progress made in India to develop strategies for treating 
these co-existing conditions in a more integrated way, largely due to fragmented services 
throughout the country. Fragmentation can impede the possibility of providing an 
integrated approach (Ministry of Health and Family Welfare Government of India, 2005). 
Evidence from high-income countries (e.g. the United States) is emerging on the 
effectiveness of collaborative care programs that manage multiple NCD comorbidities 
simultaneously, such as depression, heart disease and diabetes (Katon et al., 2010; 
Morgan et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2013). These programs show that the benefits of adopting 
an integrated approach to care for NCDs result in improved health outcomes for multiple 
NCDs. In a LMIC like India, positioning lay health workers to address multiple care needs 
and foster self-management for clients with co-existing NCDs (Roberts et al., 2012) could 
be one way forward, without placing further strain on the paucity of human resources for 
health.  Alternatively, exploring the potential for managing this comorbidity in primary 
care may be beneficial, as primary health care workers (and practitioners) may be able to 
assess the broader spectrum of client needs and provide basic, integrated interventions. 
However, in order to move to a model of collaborative or integrated care programs that 
can cater to multiple care needs, an overview of emerging health problems such as co-
morbid diabetes and depression is the first step.  

This study has several strengths, the first of which is that this is the first study conducted 
in Pune assessing the presence of depressive symptoms in service users with diabetes. In 
addition, data was collected from three clinics, capturing a number of different client 
groups and services. The use of a validated questionnaire to detect the presence of 
depressive symptoms is another strength of this study, enabling replication. However, this 
study has a number of limitations. First, as this is a cross-sectional study, we are limited in 
terms of inferring causality and in generalizing the results of this study to the wider 
population. Second, a more extensive questionnaire could have achieved a more 
comprehensive overview of potential associations and risk factors, such as obtaining data 
on alcohol consumption, smoking, height, presence of stressful life events, and whether a 
patient receives current treatment for any non-communicable disease, particularly for a 
mental illness. Third, a limitation of the aim of this study is that we only addressed 
depression as a comorbidity of diabetes, and did not discuss other common mental health 
disorders (i.e. anxiety) or severe mental illnesses, which may have different prevalence 
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rates and associated problems/comorbidities, the latter of which may also require more 
specialized forms of care. Furthermore, our results indicated that a number of 
sociodemographic variables were associated with depressive symptoms, however it is 
unclear whether these factors are present in the general Indian population with 
depression, or whether this is specific to co-existing diabetes and depression. As we only 
screened for depression in patients diagnosed with diabetes, we could not compare the 
prevalence rate of depression relative to those without diabetes in the same sample. 
However, population-based studies in India have found depression in the general 
population to be 15% (Poongothai et al., 2009). It would be interesting to know how 
depression manifests across demographic characteristics through a longitudinal study, and 
subsequently, whether these same profiles and patterns are similar or differ from people 
who have both diabetes and depression. Finally, we assessed the presence of depressive 
symptoms through a self-report tool, rather than through a clinical interview, thus the 
prevalence presented in this study may have over or under-estimated the true prevalence 
of depression in this sample (Aujla et al., 2009). Ideally, it would be possible to compare 
the BDI-II to a gold standard used to detect the presence of depression in India.  

Despite the shortcomings of this study, our findings show that there is a high prevalence 
of depression in clients with type-2 diabetes, which merits further consideration of how 
efforts can be targeted to prevent and treat this comorbidity. The next phase involves 
raising awareness among practitioners of the co-existence of diabetes and depression, and 
piloting a treatment program where providers are supported to treat depression and 
diabetes in a more integrated way, either through improved coordination of care, co-
located care, or tackling commonalities of the two conditions through an integrative 
treatment plan.  Another important consideration is the relationship between diabetes 
and depression in terms of their broader social, economic and cultural contexts,(Fisher et 
al., 2012) when designing approaches to tackling these two co-occurring conditions.. From 
a services standpoint, experimentation with service configuration is needed, as a different 
organization of care is required to tackle these multiple care needs. Taken together, the 
growing evidence now shows that in Western, Southern and Northern India, depression in 
service users with type-2 diabetes is substantial problem, as evidenced by the high 
prevalence rate. These findings can help to further guide the development of targeted 
programs and strategies to reduce burden of disease for both NCDs. 


